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I am overjoyed to welcome you to the sixteenth issue of disClosure, “Stirrings: Journeys through Emotion.”

Joy. This is the emotion with which I present this journal—perhaps with a touch of embarrassment or a tingle of anxious expectation. Of course I’m happy to have been part of and to have completed something so fantastic. But this is treacherous terrain. What, in the end, will become of our endeavor to chart the expanses of emotive social life?

The project itself should inspire fear. For as soon as one turns one’s gaze to emotion, the matter itself seems to disappear. Perhaps this is what motivates those who would claim that it is reducible to natural material facts. Where, indeed, does one direct one’s gaze to bring such a thing as an emotion to view? Emotions seem to operate somehow always behind our backs. Nevertheless, we claim that they “move” us; that they “overwhelm” and “affect” us. One has the impression of being immersed and carried away—as if by a rip-tide. Just as one begins to talk about emotion, the difference between metaphor and literal speech becomes somehow blurred.

Yet here we appear to discuss these matters “theoretically” or “scientifically”—these concepts themselves infused with an affective charge (is there
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an escape from this metaphor?). One imagines a well-lit, aseptic laboratory filled with the drive to keep things clean. But, of course, in our project we could not be drawn to such pictures. It is above all passion which has inspired and animated this work. If science can be understood as the drive to purity, then this editorial collective and the contributors to this volume cannot truly be called scientific – we have recognized our contamination from the outset; it is the theme of our journal.

We hope that within these pages the reader will find something of interest – something which quickens the breath or flushes the cheeks. We have striven to provoke as much as to inform. War, grief, disgust, lust, anger, love – these are just a few of our themes. Here, as always, one will find beautiful artwork and literature as well as excellent scholarship. Again, welcome!
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